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Julie’s New Book 
 

Julie is excited to announce the 
release of  “Remembrance: 100 

Years, 100 Memorials, 100 
Australian Stories,” published by 
5 Mile Press. Through words and 
pictures, the book acknowledges 

the centenary of WWI and the 
impact it had on families and 

communities across Australia. 
“Remembrance” has  gained the 
attention of a number of media 
sources, including The Age and 
ABC Melbourne. Click below to 

find out more: 

 

The Age Article 

ABC Melbourne Article 

Julie’s Latest Press Release 

Book Excerpt 

Honored for Excellence in Photography & 

Higher Education 
 

As a photographer and photojournalist, Julie Millowick 
strives to capture moments that will change people’s 
perspective on life. She is a proponent of the true 
power of photographic images, and as a senior lecturer 
for La Trobe University, she teaches with this 
philosophy in mind. Julie conducts classes for students 
online in the area of Photojournalism. In addition to 
her work at the university, she owns and operates Julie 
Millowick Photo, a vehicle for her own photographic 
art. Julie has been pursuing photography professionally 
for more than four decades. Her work has appeared in 
numerous one person exhibitions, group shows and 

publications. It is also in the collections of the National Gallery of Australia, the 
National Gallery of Victoria, The State Library of Victoria, The National Portrait 
Gallery, Warrnambool Gallery, Castlemaine Art Gallery, and the Bendigo Art 
Gallery, to name a few. 

Julie was recently appointed Chair of the Castlemaine State Festival. The next 
festival will take place 13-22 March 2015. Over the coming months, Julie will 
deliver numerous presentations about her newest publication, 
"Remembrance: 100 Years, 100 Memorials, 100 Australian Stories".  Julie is 
also a member of MAP Group (Many Australian Photographers). MAP 
members undertake documentary projects on a pro bono basis. During the 
Castlemaine State Festival in March 2015, Julie will hold two exhibitions.  
Both  will be located at the Old Castlemaine Gaol. In the Governor's Residence, 
photographs from the book “Remembrance” will be on display. In the Gaol 
itself, there will be an exhibition of photographs she made during the 1970s 
to reflect the theme of the CSF15, Before and Beyond.  

Julie holds a master’s degree in photography from RMIT University, as well as 
a diploma of art and design from the Prahran College of Advanced Education. 
She completed an Artists in Schools Program through Nathalia Secondary 
College in 1994. In 2014, Julie was named Professional of the Year in Higher 
Education by Worldwide Branding. She looks forward to continued 
accomplishments in the coming years. 

Contact Julie 

Phone: 03 54734481 

Email: julie@juliemillowick.com 

Website: www.juliemillowick.com 
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“Millowick's exhibition is a tour de force in the medium, recalling in a sustained and poignant way the early photograms of 

Anna Atkins. Like the best photograms in First Impressions, Millowick's images not only work historically, but exploit the 

archaic and mysterious character of the technology in order to retrieve something primitive in a given motif. 

Her snakes, with their ghastly reflective scales, seem to trade natures with the mineral; her heart - assembled from 

dismembered petals - destroys the complacent archetype of romantic love; a wig thrashes around with the rhythms of nature 

as a perfect symbol of vanity. These are not mere studies of nature; nor do they simply recall old archives, but involve a 

personal expression of signs that have a haunting meaning for the artist.” 

— Robert Nelson in The Age, regarding Julie’s exhibit “A Year in Our Lives”   

 

"In Julie Millowick's Familiar Stories images and handwritten text are a visual autobiographical diary reflecting on childhood 

memory, mothering and significant events like a death in the family. They are a narrative on domestic life and relationships 

told with frankness and a sense of humor. This encircles all her themes which capture the laughter, love and tragedy of family 

stories. Intimate Lives affirms the idea of autobiography as creative fiction, a fashioning of a story, subjective and with 

multiple meanings in which the photographer can suggest, not control what is revealed and what remains hidden." 

 — Lorna Waite in Variant Magazine UK 

 

Click here to find these and more reviews. 

Reviews 

Image from Julie’s Paraphernalia Exhibit 

Image from Julie’s Love Letters of a Chinese Lady Exhibit 

Image from Julie’s Fryerstown Project Exhibit 

Image from Julie’s A Garden for Hazel Exhibit 

Click here to find a full gallery of Julie’s work. 

www.juliemillowick.com 

Image from Julie’s Recent Work 
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